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 If you have any questions or would like any further information, please contact your local Gribbles 

Veterinary laboratory or your territory manager. 

Do you have a laboratory analyser in your clinic and wish the results would magically upload 

directly into your practice management software (PMS) . . . without you having to lift a finger? 

Gribbles Veterinary’s Lab Integration is a website based programme linking clinic POC (Point of Care) 

analysers* to our network, producing electronic reports which then upload directly into your clinic 

PMS.  This virtual lab runs seamlessly in the background, without you needing to copy and paste results 

into your patient files. 

This results-sharing platform also allows for real-time support from your local Gribbles Veterinary 

pathologist who can assist with interpreting your clinic analyser results at your request.  

What are the benefits of Lab Integration? 

 Enables connection of most major brands of clinic POC analyser to practice management software via 

Gribbles Veterinary 

 Simplify your workflow, improve efficiencies 

 Allows veterinarians and pathologists to view cumulative results from both POC and laboratory 

submissions 

 Seamless and secure 

 Real time results sharing 

 Enables fast pathologist interpretation of POC analyser results. 

How do we get it set up for our clinic? 

Gribbles Veterinary staff will load the programme onto your computer and make sure that your analyser is 

communicating through to the website. 

What other support is available? 

 Gribbles Veterinary will supply training and simple instructions for use once up and running 

 Technical support and trouble-shooting help is available over the phone (0800 367 257) 

 A POC service to help with the selection of a clinic analyser if you do not already have one 

 An external QA programme is also available for proficiency testing - a must for all laboratory analysers, 

giving you confidence in your results. 

Talk to us today, and take the first steps to ensure your clinic laboratory results end up exactly where you 

want them with the minimum of fuss.  

We are here to help, no matter what brand of analyser you use. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Compatible analyser and practice management system required 
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